Abstract -En order to investigate the interaction and collaboration of human and artificial beings as fully equal partner agents, we have developed an interactive computer game called TeamMATE' and tested its operation under a boardroom-like play scenario. We outline the key features and desirable properties that are necessary in an etectronic boardroom environment and introduce a Physical Layer concept that allows us to define the electronic boardroom as well as the required sensors, effectors and communication protocols in an extensible manner. Once the basics of the TeamMATE system have been described, we demonstrate a simple brainstorming process defined within a physical layer.
TeamMATE system have been described, we demonstrate a simple brainstorming process defined within a physical layer.
Within this electronic boardroom, human and artificial beings, as fully equal partner agents, interact coilaboratively to fulfill the various roles and responsibilities related to the process under observation. Finally, we conclude with our observations of TeamMATE in action, and how this will contribute to further work with collaborative fully equal partner agents.
Index Terms -Autonomom agents, Collaborative agents, Electronic Boardroom, Computer gnmes

I. hJ"R0DUCTION
Computer game development offers a compelling platform for many fields of academic research. As each new game produced by the industry pushes the boundaries o f technical possibility, it should come as no surprise that academia and the game industry have frequently crosspollinated each others' efforts.
In this paper, we describe the architecture of a computer game environment we have developed called TeamMATE. This environment facilitates the investigation of biological and artificial cooperative autonomous agents as ful(y equal partner agents. Given -A clean well-defined interface between the In our case, the boardroom must support the ability to place unplannedunexpected events within the given scenario, such as stock market fluctuations, shipping delays for goods, new competitors or any of a myriad of events that our electronic boardroom members must work through. This feature is to utilize the given scenario's physical layer elements to create these unplanned events. Behavior should occur in two ways: controlled and uncontrolIed.
Controlled events are events that can be described as unexpected by the agents, but are initiated during an environment and agents that are situated within it. experiment by researchers controlling the boardroom environmental objects in a given boardroom scenario. Uncontrolled events are to occur without the environment intervention of a researcher or other external entity.
-Finally, a Cognitive Layer which contains language
The boardroom scenarios must define rules at the physical to describe abstract concepts (a future objective). layer level about the scenario "world". These reIationships
Agents situated in the boardroom should react in a define how the elements within the boardroom can be timely manner. For this reason, agents must respond in a manipulated by an agent, and what the effects are upon the timely manner to information passed to their sensors. surrounding elementdagents.
Efficient evaluation and response is of major consideration, as well as the efficiency of the mechanism that provides the All elements of the system are to support experimental sensors with information. In our case, this requires the effective interpretation of sensor data as well as contextual use; mechanisms inchding recording and playback of scenario actions are essential to compare and contrast our circumstance. work with that of others.
In order for agents to exhibit pro-active behavior in desirable, it does not always fit a given scenario (for mechanism to supply these objectives in the first place. example, a scenario that would in a "real time" take one Objectives -those defined as part of the physical layer and; year). For this reason, we have relaxed this concept of time to encapsulate discrete time steps and turn-based temporal concepts. The definition of time is specified as part of the -those defined as part of the cognitive layer.
physical layer definition of the boardroom.
At this point in time, physical layer objectives are supported, with cognitive layer properties specified for the next phase of our work going forward. While we maintain that a red-time system iS most p~s~h g their objectives, it is necessary to provide a be divided into two Our choice of development platform was subjective based on our experience with these technologies. In the network communication layer
D.
Key Practical Requirements
In order to interact and coopemtiveh' achieve goah the context of our objectives, we believe that utilizing these System required a social Ability 111, Or the ability to tools would allow us to complete our goals in the most communicate in meaningful ways with other agents in their environment. In order to achieve this and effectively support As part of the development process, we needed to select technologies that would be most effective in bringing the experimentation within OUT environment we divided this -development environment allowed us to rapidly establish the framework of the TeamMATE system.
Iv. THE PHVSICAL LAYER
thee Iayers that the electronic boardroom uses Figure 3) .
The physical layer of the TeamMATE system is one of The communication protocol layer is effectively a low level transport layer used to pass information from one place to another (for example: DirectPlay, TCPIIP, radio signal etc). Simplistically, the physical layer and the cognitive layer can be thought of as the "language" and "intentlmeaning" layers respectively. For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on the physical layer.
Before we are able to work with more abstract mental Iayers (which we call Cognitive Layers) in the electronic boardroom, it was necessary to define a layer that was:
Able to define the physical objects of the virtual world (the electronic boardroom); Provide a common communication protocol for members of the boardroom,
-Defines the possible actions that may be performed within the electronic boardroom; Fully equal partner agents must be able to work with the appropriate rulesiconstraints of the specific play scenario being undertaken. Depending on the play scenario being undertaken, the physical layer mechanisms are "plugged" into the TeamMATE system. These physical Iayers: Physical rules for a given boardroom play scenario consist of information about objects in the environment and how they may be used. Take as an example, a simple play scenario could contain these physical layer rules: Currently, physical layers are available for selection when loaded. It is our intention to automate this process and deliver any required physical layer interface elements via boardroom communication when joining a play scenario.
While the electronic boardroom and the filly equal partner agents that are involved in a given play scenario share a common physical layer, it is not necessarily true that the manifestation of the physical layer will be the same.
E.
An Electronic Boardroom Meeting While our boardroom-like computer game concept has been designed to operate without the assistance of an agent "director", we do have one key authority role: The Chairperson.
The chairperson typically is responsible for the organization, initiation and conclusion of a boardroom-like meeting. Depending on how an electronic boardroom work environment has been defined, other roles can be defined as part of the physical layer definition.
The boardroom-like discussion and decision-making process consists of the foltowing elements:
At a point determined by the chairperson (typically when all participants are present, or the scheduled meeting time has been reached). The chairperson will declare the meeting "started". It is at this point that the electronic boardroom meeting can commence. Initiation of the electronic boardroom meeting is actually a special action (we describe actions in more detail later).
All communication and collaborative behavior within the electronic boardroom take place in the form of "Conversations". The first part of any conversation is the Question. Questions in the electronic boardroom are any statements that result in an outcome (statements or orders are also considered "questions"). When an agent proposes a question, there are three possible outcomes:
Actions are special responses to questions that result in a transition of some item or process from one state to another. For example, if a participant asked the question "I require a technician for Project X", a possible resulting outcome may be that another participant in the boardroom may perform an action that results in the commencement of a recruitment process to hire a skilled technician for Project X.
At either a specified time, or when the objectives of the meeting have been completed successfully, the chairperson is able to enact a special action that concludes the electronic boardroom meeting.
A response (which may be itself another question) v. PLAY SCENARIO: A BRAINSTORMING SESSION In demonstrating our work, a brainstorming session is chosen as the most appropriate scenario. This scenario demonstrates a simple electronic boardroom used to obtain a collaborative outcome.
In this play scenario, we have five agents: Daniel, Lucy, George, Frank and Paul. The members of the boardroom face a tough decision, that of choosing a destination for a holiday. Each of the board members has particular attributes that they desire in a holiday. George, as chairperson has organised a brainstorming meeting to choose a holiday destination that all board members can agree upon.
Role Chairperson
Board member
F.
A Collaborative Process
The intention of a collaborative process is to demonstrate that a physical layer is capable of facilitating interaction and collaboration through the defined communication processes and action mechanisms.
In this simple example of a physical layer, the stages of the brainstorming process are as follows:
-- This process is repeated until a set limit of holidays is presented (for example 5 destinations) The chairperson then informs the group which holiday destination will be selected based on a "best fit" of board member likesldislikes. The chairperson concludes the meeting. 
G.
TeamMA TE in Action
In this simple example, there are a small number of actions that are defined in the physical layer that are utilized by the agents: The physical layer defines two roles for this exercise:
ZTIONS
For this exercise, we had very limited free-form conversation support (for the collection of likeidislike reasons).
In Figure 4 , the TeamMATE electronic boardroom can be seen in action. In this screenshot, we see the boardroom from the perspective of the biological agent Daniel. The means by which Daniel interacts with the boardroom is the interaction toolbar at the bottom of the screen. The defined actions that are available to Daniel are the actions defined by the board member role. Likewise, Lucy, Paul and Frank (which are either human or artificial beings) also have the actions defined by the board member role. It should be also noted that from the Dersuective of all board members, the chairperson (Georgejis positioned at the head of the table. George on the other hand, is acting in the role of the chairperson and has the actions defined by the specialized brainstorming chairperson role. These actions like those of Daniel are presented in the actions tooIbar.
If George was not actually a biological agent but an artificial one, there is no user interface (as a biological agent would perceive it) as the interface with its defined sensors and effectors is defined within the artificial agent application ( Figure 5) . Thus, Daniel believes that all the agents of concern are human beings although either one of them or all of them can be artificial ones.
H.
Further Work
As we introduce more complex cognitive layers to the system, a mental name of the play scenario, i.e. conversational interactions and collaboration among the agents will become more important. For example: in our brainstorming holiday scenario, the negotiation would become more complex between the agents as each entity is capable of debate, compromise, renegotiation and the use of prior decisions to choose a holiday destination.
In this scenario, each biological and artificial agent is represented by an avatar in the form of a face. As part of OUT further work, we intend to include in the physical layer definition, a means by which each agenf may visually "emote" by changing their avatar's look (for example: happy and sad emotions) that can be interpreted by other members of the boardroom (rather than the simple Iike/dislike actions used in our example).
Another static element in the boardroom was the room and boardroom table. In future work, the boardroom dimensions and other elements should be defined in the physical layer, providing a rich agent environment for interaction.
VI. CONCLUSION
